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Abstra t
We dis uss a family of proto ols for produ ing and aggregating multiple
lassi ers based on sequential reweighting of the data and randomization, a
parti ular example of whi h is the AdaBoost algorithm. We point out that all
su essful proto ols are produ ing weakly dependent lassi ers onditional on
lass and provide empiri al eviden e that this leads both to a de rease in the
bias of the aggregate lassi er relative to the optimal individual lassi er, as
well as a de rease in varian e with respe t to the training sample. We argue
that all proto ols an be viewed as produ ing a sample from some distribution
on the spa e of lassi ers. There is a simple tradeo in terms of two key
expe tations with respe t to this distribution: the average and varian e of
the margin onditional on lass. The se ond expe tation is a measure of the
dependen e between pairs of lassi ers drawn at random from the distribution.
We illustrate these points using a simple arti ial example in the plane and the
NIST Standard Database 2, on whi h we report error rates of .7%.

1 Introdu tion
In re ent years a multitude of algorithms have been suggested in whi h a large number
of lassi ers are trained on the same training sample and then ombined to provide
an improved aggregate lassi er, Amit et al. (1995), Amit and Geman (1997), Blanhard (1999), Breiman (1996), Breiman (1999), Breiman (1998), Dietteri h (1998),
Dietteri h and Bakiri (1995), Friedman et al. (1998), Ho et al. (1994), S hapire et
al. (1998). Mostly the ideas have been presented in the ontext of lassi ation trees
but similar pro edures an be implemented with other lassi ers. We argue that in
all ases the aggregate lassi ers an be viewed as a random sample from a distribution Q on the spa e of lassi ers, whi h depends on the proto ol and on the training
set, hen e the a ronym Multiple Randomized Classi ers (MRCL). In many ases the
sample is truly i.i.d. For example in Amit and Geman (1997) the split at ea h node
of a tree is hosen as the best from among a small random sample of all possible
predi tors, this is revisited in Breiman (1999). The proto ols in Blan hard (1999),
Breiman (1996), Breiman (1998), Dietteri h (1998), Ho (1998), suggest other forms
of randomization. We also in lude in our setting the AdaBoost algorithm of S hapire
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et al. (1998), and other sequential reweighting s hemes. Ea h of these s hemes by
de nition produ es a onvex ombination of lassi ers, whi h an be onsidered as a
probability distribution on the spa e of lassi ers. Furthermore these s hemes typi ally produ e a dynami al pro ess in the spa e of lassi ers whi h asymptoti ally
stabilizes at a limiting distribution on this spa e and does not depend on the initial
point or on the rst iterations of the pro ess.
Intuitively randomization is a method to obtain multiple points of view or \experts", whi h are then aggregated using some form of voting. The intuition behind
sequential reweighting s hemes is the need for experts whi h on entrate on the difult examples, or alternatively experts who a tually \disagree" on these diÆ ult
examples.
The su ess of MRCL is striking. Using a simple set of binary lo al features
(des ribed in se tion 4.2) one lassi ation tree an a hieve at most 5% error on
the NIST data base with 100,000 training data points. On the other hand 100 trees,
trained in under one hour, when aggregated yield an error rate under .7%. We believe
that this stems from the fa t that a sample from a very ri h and diverse set of lassi ers
produ es on average weakly dependent lassi ers onditional on lass. We will show
that this weak onditional dependen e, measured in terms of ovarian es among the
lassi ers drawn from Q, leads to redu tions in both bias and varian e. There is a
tradeo in terms of two expe tations al ulated with respe t to Q. The rst, alled
the average onditional margin (ACM), is the di eren e between the expe ted weight
on a lass and the expe ted weight on the other lasses, onditional lass . The
se ond, alled the average onditional ovarian e (ACC), an be viewed on one hand
as the degree to whi h two lassi ers sampled independently from Q have a low
onditional ovarian e, and on the other hand as the degree of on entration of the
aggregate lassi er around the average onditional mean.
Experiments lead us to the following on lusions:



A variety of sequential reweighting s hemes ombined with randomization a hieve
signi ant redu tions in ACC, whi h despite the a ompanying redu tions in
ACM yield signi ant improvements in lassi ation rates.



The parti ular details of these proto ols, or a detailed analysis of their be3

havior on the training set is of little importan e. They perform equally well
when initialized with random weights on the training data, and when the initial
lassi ers of the sequen e are omitted. The ru ial aspe t appears to be that
these s hemes are impli itly aiming to redu e the ovarian e of the new lassi er
with respe t to the urrent aggregate lassi er, while maintaining a reasonable
lassi ation rate. Asymptoti ally this leads to low values of the ACC.



Randomization in this ontext serves as a smoothing me hanism so that the
training pro edure does not fo us too mu h on a small number of problemati
examples. Furthermore, with large datasets, randomization allows us to produ e
100's of trees in minutes as opposed to several days.



The redu tion in ACC also ontributes to greater stability of the algorithms.
The variability in quantities su h as the error rate, or the ACM and ACC, a ross
randomly sampled training sets is very small when the ACC is small.

The paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we present an overview of some
re ent work on the subje t. In se tion 3 we o er a des ription of the various proto ols.
In se tion 4 we des ribe two datasets with whi h we provide empiri al eviden e for
our on lusions. In se tion 5 we de ne the average onditional margin (ACM) and
average onditional ovarian e (ACC), and bound the lassi ation error with an
elementary Cheby hev-type inequality making use of these two quantities. In se tion
6 we present experimental results, fo using on the role played by these two quantities,
in terms of lassi ation error and stability with respe t to training data.
In se tion 7 we dis uss the sequential reweighting s hemes as dynami pro esses,
demonstrating their stability with respe t to initial onditions, and point to an impli it ovarian e minimization whi h take pla e in all su h s hemes.

2 Related work
The emphasis on weak onditional dependen e presented in this paper has appeared in
Amit et al. (1995), Amit and Geman (1997), Breiman (1998). In these papers the role
of weak onditional dependen e in bias redu tion is dis ussed in the ontext of shape
re ognition. This on ept has not been addressed in most of the re ent dis ussions of
4

aggregation, e.g. Breiman (1996), Breiman (1998), Friedman et al. (1998), S hapire
et al. (1998). Only re ently has it been studied in Dietteri h (1998), Breiman (1999)
and Murua (1999). In the rst, this dependen e is measured in an un onditioned way.
It is therefore un lear what this type of dependen e is measuring and how it onne ts
to the performan e of the aggregation methods. In Breiman (1999) a measure of
dependen e is suggested whi h over omes this limitation and in the two lass ase is
very similar to a measure of onditional dependen e. The on lusions are very similar
to those of Amit and Geman (1997). In Murua (1999) the basi paradigm is that of
modeling the onditional dependen e between the lassi ers, but there is an attempt
to de ne this in terms onditional exponential moments. Given these moments one
obtains more pre ise error bounds, however the moments are very hard to estimate
robustly.
We review here other explanations for the su ess of aggregation methods. The
emphasis in Breiman (1996) and Breiman (1998), is on the redu tion of varian e
with respe t to the training set. In some sense it is argued that multiple lassi er
methods are supposed to mimi a semi-ideal situation where one has a large number of independent training sets of the same size, ea h of whi h would is used to
produ e one lassi er. These would then be aggregated. This motivated the idea of
bootstrap resampling (\bagging") for generating multiple lassi ers. However if the
base lassi er is very stable, this varian e redu tion s heme alone will yield negligible
improvement. The lassi ers are not suÆ iently independent onditional on lass, in
other words the ACC is too high (see e.g. table 4). Nonetheless we agree that there
is a signi ant element of varian e redu tion, in other words improved stability with
respe t to training data, as dis ussed in se tion 6.2.
Con erning the now popular AdaBoost algorithm, all analyses of this method
proposed in the literature learly point to the fa t that it is e e tively redu ing bias
by onstru ting a ompound lassi er in the spa e of onvex ombinations of base
lassi ers, whi h is of ourse ri her than the spa e of individual lassi ers themselves.
This appears in the initial motivations for AdaBoost in Freund and Shapire (1997) as
well as in re ent attempts to provide an interpretation in the framework of generalized
additive models in Friedman et al. (1998). Although there are pretty lear theoreti al
reasons why AdaBoost dramati ally de reases the lassi ation error on training,
5

there is still a la k of theoreti al explanation as to why this algorithm also does so
well on the test set.
In parti ular, Friedman et al. (1998) provide a more transparent derivation of
the sequential reweighting s heme of AdaBoost. In the two lass ase where the two
lasses are labeled 1; 1 and the lassi er outputs a positive or negative value the
proto ol an be viewed as a pro edure to iteratively minimize a ost fun tion of the
form
Cn+1 = E exp[ Y (H n (X ) + n+1 hn+1 (X ))℄:
Here H n is the urrent aggregate, hn+1 is the new lassi er, Y is the lass label, and
n+1 is a free parameter hosen to yield maximum de rease of the ost on e hn+1 has
been hosen. The expe tation is with respe t to the empiri al distribution de ned
by the training set. It has more re ently be proven in Collins et al. (2000) that,
in the ideal ase where the base lassi er having least weighted error is pi ked at
ea h iteration, the AdaBoost proto ol indeed leads to asymptoti minimization of
the ost fun tion C (H ) = E [exp( Y H (X ))℄, where H is any linear ombination of
base lassi ers with positive oeÆ ients, and again the expe tation is the empiri al
expe tation on the training set.
The problem with these analyses is that they are entirely dedi ated to the training
set. In the ontext of a simple example used below we show that Cn a tually diverges
exponentially on the test set while onverging exponentially to zero on the training
set. This is demonstrated graphi ally in gure 1 where log(Cn) is plotted both for
the training sample and the test sample in a run of AdaBoost for the 2-dimensional
dataset de ned in se tion 4.1. We emphasize that this phenomenon is observed in
all experiments with a variety of data sets. Perhaps more importantly, in the above
ost fun tion C (H ), the aggregate lassi er H is not normalized, i.e. the weights of
the onvex ombination are not required to sum to 1. This means that in the ase
of a separable training set, any aggregate lassi er H0 that perfe tly ts the data is
su h that C (H0 ) ! 0 when  ! 1. Therefore this property does not give mu h
information about the asymptoti aggregate lassi er. Thus we argue in se tion 7
that the sole minimization of the above ost fun tion annot explain the su ess of
AdaBoost and that it is the dynami al behavior whi h is more important.
The analysis in S hapire et al. (1998) does deal with the generalization properties
6
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Figure 1: log(Cn ) as estimated from training data (lower urve) and from test data.
of multiple lassi er s hemes. It is based on an extension of a Vapnik-type inequality
in the spa e of onvex ombinations of lassi ers, and on the empiri al umulative
distribution fun tion of the margins. The margin of an example is the di eren e
between the weight on the orre t lass and the weight on the largest among all
other lasses. The bounds obtained are very onservative and depend on the lower
tails of the empiri al distribution of the margin. The empiri al eviden e given below
suggests that simple statisti s su h as the ACM and ACC, may already explain many
of the phenomena and even allow us to predi t the relative performan e of various
proto ols in a number of ases. The tradeo between the individual performan e of
ea h lassi er and the onditional dependen e among the lassi ers is expressed more
dire tly through these statisti s, though the bounds in S hapire et al. (1998) an
be seen as pointing to a tradeo between obtaining larger margins and redu ing the
spread of their distribution. Furthermore, we also observe a noti eable improvement
in terms of the stability of the di erent algorithms when the ACC is low, whi h does
not seem dire tly explained by the type of bounds ited above.
Thus, although we agree with the analysis of S hapire et al. (1998) that sequential reweighting s hemes are onstru ting an aggregate lassi er by making use of the
ri h stru ture of onvex ombinations of base lassi ers, the alternative and in a sense
more \naive" point of view we emphasize in this paper is to study this onvex ombination as a probability distribution on the spa e of lassi ers. We then on entrate
only on elementary, but robust, properties of this distribution and show that these
properties are ommon to all su essful algorithms used to build multiple lassi ers.
The omparable performan e of the di erent sequential reweighting s hemes means
that the explanation must lie in something ommon to all proto ols, not the parti 7

ular details of any one of them. We believe it is due to the e e tive sampling from
a distribution in the spa e of lassi ers with a good balan e between the ACM and
ACC.

3 Proto ols for generating multiple lassi ers
The notations used are the following: X denotes an obje t to be lassi ed, Y is its
asso iated lass belonging to the set f1; : : : ; K g. We assume that we have at hand a
( nite or in nite) set H of lassi ers. A lassi er h 2 H is a fun tion asso iating to
every obje t X a probability distribution over f1; : : : ; K g, that is, a ve tor of sum
one belonging to [0; 1℄K , that will be denoted by h(X; d); d = 1; : : : ; K . Also we set
Ch (X ) = Argmaxd=1;::: ;K h(X; d) and eh (X ) = 1fCh (X )6=Y g , namely the indi ator of an
error. In the experiments we will on entrate on lassi ation trees but will refer to
general lassi ers whenever the expli it form of the lassi ers is unimportant.

Sequential reweighting s hemes (SRS)
Given a training set L = f(X1 ; Y1 ); : : : ; (XL; YL )g a sequen e of lassi ers h1 ; : : : ; hN
an be produ ed using one of several sequential reweighting s hemes.
All sequential s hemes start with an initial weight ve tor W1 for the training
data, typi ally, but not ne essarily, W1 (l) = 1=L; l = 1; : : : ; L. A lassi er h1 is
built to t the training data. The training error "1 of the lassi er is obtained. The
mis lassi ed points in the training set have their weight in reased a ording to some
pres ribed formula depending on the error "1 , and the orre tly lassi ed points have
their weight de reased. The weights of the training data are renormalized to sum to
1 and produ e the new weight ve tor W2 . After n 1 lassi ers h1 ; : : : ; hn 1 have
been produ ed and given an updated weight ve tor Wn , a new lassi er hn is built to
t the weighted training sample. The weighted training error "n of hn is evaluated in
terms of the weighted training data. The parti ular formulas for updating the weights
are as follows. Let en (l) = ehn (Xl ) denote the error of lassi er hn on example l.
1. AdaBoost, (AB).

8

Wn+1 (l) =

8
>
< (1 "n ) W

n;

"n

>
:Wn

if en (l) = 1

otherwise:

(1)

2. Modi ed AdaBoost, (MAB). For multi- lass problems it is often the ase
that "n > :5 and the weight on mis lassi ed points as pres ribed in item 1 would
de rease. We therefore use a modi ed updating s heme of the form

Wn+1 (l) =

8
>
<

"n Wn ;
1

>
:Wn ;

if en (l) = 1

otherwise;

(2)

3. Additive reweighting, (AR). Instead of updating the weights by a multipli ative fa tor we use an additive update with a non-linearity to maintain
positivity. This proto ol has to our knowledge not been proposed elsewhere,
and we designed it for the mainly for omparison with existing proto ols.

Wn+1 = max(0; Wn + en (l) "n );

(3)

4. Bla kwell, (BL). In addition to the weights a ost Rn (l) is updated at ea h
step for ea h data point from whi h the weights are omputed.

Rn+1 (l) = Rn (l) + en (l) "n ; and Wn+1 = max(0; Rn+1 (l)):

(4)

This reweighting s heme arises in game theory where it is alled Bla kwell's
strategy. In the ase when the best lassi er in H is hosen at ea h step (in terms
of the weighted training data), it an be proved that the aggregate lassi er
onverges towards a onvex ombination that maximizes the minimum attained
margin on the training data. For a more detailed a ount see to Blan hard
(2001). Links between AdaBoost, lassi ation and the theory of games are
also dis ussed in S hapire and Freund (1996) and Breiman (1997).

Randomization
It is possible to introdu e randomization in the training pro edure of ea h lassi er.
In the ontext of neural networks the ar hite ture an be randomized (see Amit and
9

Mas aro (2001)). In the present ontext we fo us on trees and randomization is
a hieved as follows:

Randomized splits. At ea h node a random subset of size S of all andidate predi tors is entertained. The best split from this subset is hosen. See for example
Amit and Geman (1997).
At the two extremes are





Deterministi sequential reweighting, where no randomization is performed in

produ ing the lassi ers, namely S is of the size of the predi tor ve tor. This
will be denoted as S = all.
Randomization (RAN) where multiple randomized lassi ers are produ ed in-

dependently, namely no reweighting is performed.
Other proto ols for produ ing multiple lassi ers have been suggested in the literature, in luding error orre ting odes (ECOC), see Dietteri h and Bakiri (1995),
Bayesian sampling, see Blan hard (1999), Chipman et al. (1998) and bootstrap resampling (Bagging), see Breiman (1996).

Aggregating the lassi ers
In all the proto ols, the aggregate lassi er is produ ed by averaging the output
ve tors hn (X; ) over the sequen e of lassi ers. Given a set of oeÆ ients ( i )i=1;::: ;N ,
we de ne the aggregated distribution ve tor H N (X; ) and lassi er C N (X ) as

H N (X; d)

=

N
X
n=1

n hn (X; d)

and C N (X ) = Argmaxd H N (X; d):

(5)

In the original AdaBoost proto ol the oeÆ ients are de ned as
n

1
= log ((1
2

"n )="n);

(6)

where "n is the weighted empiri al error of hn . For all other proto ols we have simply
used i  1=N .
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4 Data sets
The empiri al eviden e presented below will be illustrated on two datasets. The
rst is a simple two lass problem in the plane with a very limited number of linear
lassi ers. The goal primary goal here is visualizing the behavior of the distribution
Q. The se ond involves a real problem of hand written digit re ognition, using the
NIST Standard Database 2.

4.1 Arti ial example
In order to make the problem non-trivial we hoose two lasses in the plane distributed
a ording to a mixture of Gaussians. The rst lass has means at (2; 2) and ( 2; 2),
with weights 1=4; 3=4 respe tively, and the se ond has means at ( 2; 2) and (2; 2)
with weights 1=2; 1=2 respe tively. The skewed weights on one of the lasses are
spe i ally hosen to demonstrate ertain properties of sequential reweighting. We
purposely pi k a small size training set, 20 points per lass to study varian e properties
of these lassi ers with respe t to the training set. Figure 2 shows a training sample
of 20 points per- lass alongside a test sample of 500 points per lass.
The lassi ers employed are stumps (depth one trees) determined by a nite number of separating lines in the plane. A line is de ned by a ouple (;  ), where  is an
angle and  a s alar. Setting v the unit ve tor in dire tion , the asso iated lassi er
predi ts lass 1 for the \positive" half-plane fx 2 R2 jhv ; xi  > 0g and lass 2 for
the \negative" half-plane. Spe i ally we de ne 10 uniformly spa ed angles with 11
uniformly spa ed thresholds. Thus in total there are 110 possible features or splits.
Note that this model an also be interpreted as a per eptron ar hite ture.

4.2 NIST handwritten hara ter database
The NIST Standard Database 2 ontains 223000 binary images of handwritten digits.
We use this data set to demonstrate the power of a wide range of multiple lassi er
proto ols for real data. No sophisti ated pre-pro essing is performed prior to the
feature extra tion on the data. Ea h image whi h is of dimension higher than 32  32
is subsampled to that size. Smaller images are not modi ed. A olle tion of 62
binary lo al features X ; = 1; : : : ; 62 are de ned. These represent a oarse to ne
11
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Figure 2: Left: A training sample of 20 data points per lass. The rst lass is a mixture

of two Gaussians entered at ( 2; 2); (2; 2) with weights 3=4; 1=4 respe tively. The se ond
lass is an equal mixture with enters at ( 2; 2); (2; 2). Right: A test sample of 500 per
lass.

quantization of the population of 4  4 binary sub-images. A detailed des ription of
these features an be found in Amit and Geman (1997). The response of a feature
at a point x in the image is denoted X (x). Several features ould be `on' (i.e.
X (x) = 1) at the same point. In order to ensure invarian e of the lassi er to a wide
range of deformations the features are `spread' by de ning disjun tions over large
neighborhoods. Spe i ally let X~ (x) = maxy2Ns (x) X (y ); where Ns (x) is an s  s
neighborhood of x, here we use s = 15.
The predi tor ve tor used for the lassi ation trees is then

fX~ (x);

= 1; : : : ; 62; x 2 Gg;

where G is the 32  32 image grid. Thus the predi tor ve tor here is of size 62  32  32 =
63; 488. In growing lassi ation trees for this data set we have varied two parameters:
S - the size of the random sample of predi tors from whi h the optimal predi tor is
hosen at ea h node of the tree, and m - the minimal weight on the se ond largest
lass to allow a node to split. Note that this is the only stopping rule used in tree
growing, the larger m the shallower the trees.

5 Asymptoti analysis in the number of lassi ers
In this se tion we present an analysis of the sequential reweighting s hemes, asymptoti ally in the number of lassi ers. In other words we assume that the empiri al
average of the pro ess h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hN ; ::: as given in equation (5), an be repla ed by
an expe ted value with respe t to a limiting distribution Q on the spa e of lassi ers
12

whi h is determined by the proto ol and by the training sample L.
We therefore repla e H N de ned in equation (5) and the asso iated lassi er by

HQ (X ) = EQ [h(X )℄; and CQ (X ) = Argmaxd HQ (X; d):

(7)

Note however that the same analysis an be applied to the empiri al distribution QN
determined by the rst N lassi ers.

5.1 A varian e de omposition
In the analysis to ome we will make use of the population onditional probability
distribution of a point X given Y = , denoted by P , and the asso iated onditional
expe tation and varian e operators will be denoted E and V ar . De ne the ve tors
of average aggregates onditional on lass as

M (d) = E [HQ (X; d)℄ = E [HQ (X; d)jY = ℄ ;

(8)

for d = 1; : : : ; K . The average onditional margin (ACM) for lass is de ned as

 = min(M ( ) M (d)):
d6=

(9)

We assume that  > 0. This assumption is very weak sin e it involves only the
average over the population of lass . It is quite natural sin e one would not expe t
good lassi ation results when it is violated. Indeed as shown below it is satis ed in
all ases.
Given that  > 0, the error rate for lass depends on the extent to whi h the
aggregate lassi er HQ (X; d) is on entrated around M (d) for ea h d = 1; : : : ; K .
The simplest measure of on entration is the varian e of HQ (X; d) with respe t to
the distribution P . Using Chebyshev's inequality we write a oarse bound on the
mis lassi ation probability with respe t to P as follows.

P (CQ (X ) 6= )

 P (HQ(X; ) < M ( )  =2)
+



X

d6=
K
X
d=1

4

 

2

P (HQ (X; d) > M (d) +  =2)

P (jHQ(X; d) M (d)j >  =2)

K
X
d=1

V ar [HQ (X; d)℄:
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(10)

Of ourse Chebyshev's inequality is oarse and will not give very sharp results in
itself, be we state it here as a landmark pointing to the relative importan e of margin
and varian e, and to the tradeo between the two quantities.
We rewrite ea h of the varian e terms of the last equation as

V ar [EQ h(X; d)℄ = E [EQ h(X; d)℄2

[E EQ h(X; d)℄2

= EQ Q E [h1 (X; d)h2 (X; d)℄





EQ Q E [h1 (X; d)℄E [h2 (X; d)℄
= EQ Q Cov [h1 (X; d); h2 (X; d)℄ =: ;d;
(11)
where the notation EQ Q means that h1 ; h2 are two lassi ers sampled independently
from the distribution Q. We an therefore interpret this varian e term as the onditional ovarian e of two lassi ers independently sampled from Q. We all this
quantity the average onditional ovarian e (ACC). Even if Q is a dis rete distribution, su h as that provided by a parti ular run of N lassi ers, when it is supported
on a moderate number of lassi ers, it is dominated by the onditional ovarian es of
whi h there are order N 2 , and not the onditional varian es of whi h there are order
N.

5.2 Conditional and un onditional dependen e
It should be emphasized that two lassi ers, provided that they a hieve reasonable
lassi ation rate (that is, better than just pi king a lass at random) will not be
un onditionally independent. If we do not know the lass label of a point, and ve tor
(h1 (X; i))i is large at lass , then we a tually hange our expe tations regarding
(h2 (X; i))i . On the other hand if we were given in advan e the lass label Y , then
knowing h1 (X ) would hardly a e t our guess about h2 (X ). This is the motivation
behind the notion of weak onditional dependen e.
This is in ontrast to the measure of dependen e introdu ed in Dietteri h (1998),
whi h involves the un onditional ovarian e. The  statisti used there is
P
Cov [h (X; d); h2 (X; d)℄
;
(h1 ; h2 ) = dP 1
1
d Eh1 (X; d)Eh2 (X; d)
A simple de omposition of the numerator yields:

Cov [h1 (X; d); h2 (X; d)℄ = ECov [h1 (X; d); h2 (X; d)jY ℄ + Cov [E [h1 (X; d)jY ℄; E [h2 (X; d)jY ℄℄:
(12)
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The rst term is related to equation (11) and should therefore be small on average over
lassi ers. However the se ond term an be relatively large sin e on average we expe t
both lassi ers to produ e similar results in terms of the onditional expe tation
E hi (X; d); d = 1; : : : ; K: Also this se ond term in no way a e ts lassi ation rates.
In Breiman (1999) a di erent measure of dependen e is used whi h although unonditional is very losely related to the onditional one de ned here. It is de ned
as






V ar HQ (X; Y ) max HQ (X; d)
d6=Y

= EQ Q Cov h1 (X; Y )



max EQ h(X; d) ; h2 (X; Y )
d=
6 Y

max EQ h(X; d) :
d=
6 Y

(13)

Here Q denotes some distribution on lassi ers. In this ase the se ond term in
the ovarian e de omposition of equation (12) will be very small, be ause all that is
observed is the expe ted di eren e between the weight on the true lass and the mode
outside the true lass, this should be more or less the same for all lasses. Another
attra tion of this measure of dependen e is that the quantity




P HQ (X; Y ) max HQ (X; d) < 0
d6=Y

is pre isely the mis lassi ation probability. However this ondition is not given
dire tly in terms of the relationship between two independently sampled lassi ers.
It depends in a omplex way on the expe ted lassi er.

6 Experimental results
6.1 The ACC-ACM tradeo
For the experimental results we use the lassi er H N de ned in equation 5, whi h for
large N is taken as an approximation to HQ . The data in the test set are used to
approximate population means. Let L denote the points of lass in the test set,
De ne

M^ (d) =

1

jL j

X

L
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H N (X; d);

(14)

Proto ol N=1 N=10 N=20 N=50 N=100 N=1000 N=1000 N=1000
S=2 S=2 S=2 S=2 S=2 S=2 S=50 S=all
^
^

.590

.762

.840

.893

.903

.900

.895

.877

.178

.197

.189

.175

.163

.135

.223

.234

V^

.261

.035

.017

.008

.006

.004

.013

.021

.171

.043

.034

.020
.027
AdaBoost

.022

.038

.046

Std. ^

Proto ol

N=1 N=1 N=20 N=1000 N=1000 N=1000
S=all S=2 S=2 S=2 S=10 S=20

^
^

.744

.590

.639

.642

.743

.752

.488

.197

.178

.176

.347

.399

V^

.320

.262

.037

.027

.109

.148

Std. ^

.100

.171

.036
.028
RAN

.040

.043

Table 1: Results for various proto ols. 20 samples per lass in training, and 500 per lass

in testing. S is the number of randomized splits (maximum number is 110). All values are
averages over 50 training sets, ex ept for Std. ^ whi h is the standard deviation of ^ over
the 50 training sets.

and

V^ (d) =

1

jL j

X

L

[H N (X; d)℄2

[M (d)℄2 :

(15)

These are simply the empiri al versions of the quantities de ned in equations 8 and
11 respe tively. Averaging over the K lasses de ne

^ =
and

1

K

K
X

^()
[M

=1

1
V^ =

K

^ (d)℄;
Argmax M
d=
6

K X
K
X
=1

d=1

V^ (d):

The quantities V~ and ~ will denote the same quantities estimated from the training
set. Finally ^ will denote the lassi ation rate estimated from the test set.
^ V^ for a variety of proto ols averFor the syntheti example table 1 provides ^; ;
aged over 50 randomly generated training sets of size 20 points per lass. The last
row gives the standard deviation of ^ over the 50 training sets and is relevant for
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quantifying the stability with respe t to training data (see below). The important
observation is V^ de rease dramati ally as a fun tion of the number N of lassi ers.
Let QN denote the empiri al distribution on lassi ers obtained after N iterations
(the average of N lassi ers). For a small number of lassi ers the distribution QN
is highly on entrated and the varian e of the aggregate lassi er is dominated by
the varian es of the individual lassi ers. The magnitude of these an be read o
the rst olumns of table 1, where only 1 lassi er is produ ed (the varian e is of the
order of .3). As the number of lassi ers in reases, QN be omes more spread out and
stabilizes. The varian e of the aggregate be omes dominated by the ovarian es, and
drops to an asymptoti value (whi h depends on the proto ol) | as low as :004 for
ertain proto ols.
The same phenomenon is observed in experiments on the NIST database. In the
rst set of experiments the number of training samples is 100,000 and the results
are tested on another 50,000 samples. For a parti ular hoi e of the parameters,
S = 1000 and m = 100 and using the modi ed AdaBoost proto ol (MAB), in gure
^ V^ as a fun tion of the number of trees. It is interesting to note that
3 we plot ^; ;
^ de reases with the number of trees until it more or less rea hes the asymptoti
value at N = 100. The de rease in V^ ompensates for this and the lassi ation rate
in reases and asymptotes at :993. This is a highly ompetitive lassi ation rate on
this data set.
The out omes for a number of other proto ols where both m and S are varied
with pure randomization (RAN) and 3 forms of sequential reweighting (MAB, AR,
BL), are shown in table 2. Again one noti es the tradeo between ^ and V^ , and it
is lear that the best performan e is a hieved with relatively low values of ^. The
poor performan e of the proto ols using randomization alone is due to the relatively
high value of V^ . Although randomization goes a long way towards de reasing the
average ovarian e it seems to be onsistently missing some problemati points and
hen e maintaining a higher onditional orrelation between the trees. On the other
hand for randomization with no reweighting the training error rate is a very reliable
predi tor of the test error rate, in sharp ontrast to the reweighting proto ols where
the training error rate is typi ally zero. Higher lassi ation rates an be obtained
with randomization alone if deeper trees are grown. In se tion 6.3 we revisit the
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0.4
0
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V^
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0.1

0
0

Number of trees

^ V^ as a fun tion of the number of trees. MAB, m=100, R=1000
Figure 3: Behavior of ^; ;

omparison between di erent proto ols.
Proto ol

m=100 m=20 m=100 m=20 m=100 m=20 m=100 m=20
S=1000 S=20 S=1000 S=20 S=1000 S=20 S=1000 S=20
(RAN)

(RAN)

(MAB)

(MAB)

(AR)

(AR)

(BL)

(BL)

^
^

.9735

.9840

.9933

.9929

.9923

.9919

.9925

.9927

.799

.669

.422

.586

.563

.667

.461

.619

V^

.042

.032

.012

.020

.017

.022

.012

.019

Table 2: Classi ation rates, M and V for a number of sequential reweighting proto ols
In the NIST experiment an a tual fun tional relationship emerges. A log-linear
regression was performed of the test error rate e^ = 1 ^ on ~ and V~ , i.e. the average
margin and average onditional varian e estimated from training. The 8 experiments
reported in table 2 were used and some additional ones, all in all 24 experiments. The
regression of log e^ against log V~ and log ~ yields a :942 R2 statisti with the following
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−2.5

Test log error rates

−3

−3.5

−4

−4.5

−5

−5.5
−5.5

−5

−4.5
−4
Predicted log error rates

−3.5

−3

Figure 4: S atter plot of predi ted log error rates vs. real log error rates.
regression equation:
log(^e) = :024

1:00 log(~) + 1:19 log(V~ ):

The s atter plot of predi ted vs. real error rates for the 24 proto ols is shown in
gure 4 with varying values of S various stopping rules on the growth of the trees
and di erent types of sequential reweighting.
Of ourse this relationship does not depend only on training statisti s, sin e the
oeÆ ients have been estimated using the test error; however on e the oeÆ ients are
estimated it is quite reliable in evaluating the relative performan e of two ompeting
proto ols.

6.2 Stability
The variability with respe t to the training set, expressed for example in the variability
of the lassi ation rate or in the average margin is greatly redu ed by the aggregation
proto ols. For the syntheti data set table 1 shows the standard deviation of the
margins, whi h are estimated on a large test set, with respe t to lassi ers produ ed
with 50 random training sets. These learly de rease with the number of lassi ers
in the aggregate, rea hing a small asymptoti value. Furthermore, although the error
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in estimating those small values is probably too large to draw strong on lusions, it
appears that this asymptoti value is smaller when the ACC is smaller, suggesting
that proto ols redu ing the asymptoti ACC also lead to greater stability.
std. ^ std. ^ std. V^
1 tree

.0239

.0334

.0074

5 trees

.0041

.0134

.0015

10 trees

.0021

.0099

.0009

100 trees .0008

.0057

.0004

Table 3: Standard deviation of e^, V^ , and ^ over 100 training sets, omputed for one tree

and aggregate lassi ers of 5, 10 and 100 trees. Training sets size was 5000. 100 independent
training sets were sampled. Proto ol used. S = 20, m = 20, modi ed AdaBoost.

The same experiment was performed on the NIST data set. Random samples of
size 5000, were produ ed 100 times from the larger 100,000 point training data set.
For ea h training sample we grew 100 trees with a xed proto ol. In table 3 we show
the de rease in the standard deviation over the 100 experiments of e^; V^ ; ^. between
one tree and aggregating over 5, 10 and all 100 trees. The same phenomenon appears
in all proto ols.

6.3 Comparing the di erent proto ols
The RAN proto ol whi h uses small random subsets of the predi tors at ea h node of
the tree, without any sequential reweighting, is dis ussed in Amit and Geman (1997)
in a shape re ognition ontext. There however there is a virtually in nite number of
predi tors, ea h orresponding to a spatial arrangement of lo al image features. Two
random predi tors drawn from this huge pool will typi ally be very weakly orrelated.
Also, at a given node of the tree there is a variety of possible predi tors a hieving
good performan e, so that the RAN proto ol will naturally build very di erent |
and hen e not very orrelated | trees. This seems the basis of the su ess of simple
randomization in that ontext. This is also dis ussed in Breiman (1999). There it
is suggested that in many other ontexts one should generate large numbers of more
omplex features from the initial input features in order to reate su h a pool of very
weakly orrelated splits.
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By ontrast, the 110 features we use in the syntheti example are not weakly
orrelated. The linear lassi er that separates the lower left hand luster of lass 1
from lass 2 learly outperforms all the other base lassi ers in terms of (individual)
lassi ation error. Therefore, whenever more than one predi tor is sampled those
lose to the optimal one tend to be hosen. As a onsequen e, the upper right hand
luster of lass 1 is ignored and the aggregate lassi er performs poorly. This is
expressed in the high varian e of the aggregate as summarized in the lower panel
of table 1. As mentioned above one ould reate more omplex features, or grow
depth 2 trees and then the problem would be ome trivial. There is still however
mu h to be learned from this very onstrained situation. In other ontexts it is not
always possible to reate more omplex de ision boundaries within the framework of
the base lassi er. Interestingly, we observe that in this same setup AdaBoost, in
parti ular with randomization, produ es good lassi ation rates, and the varian e of
the aggregate is mu h smaller than with randomization alone, see table 1 top panel.
The orresponding de ision boundaries are shown in gure 6.
The distributions produ ed by the di erent proto ols on the set of 110 planes are
shown in gure 5, all using the same training set. The rst row shows the distribution
produ ed by RAN with S = 2; 10; 110. Note how the supports di er for ea h value
of S. The se ond row shows the same for AdaBoost. Note how the latter puts more
weight on the upper right hand region, whi h apparently takes are of the smaller
luster of the rst lass.
However, AdaBoost does not always produ e better lassi ers; in parti ular, the
deterministi version an produ e over tting, and is espe ially sensitive to small
training sets (see also Dietteri h (1998)). At times, strange de ision boundaries are
produ ed, where the pro ess on entrates on a y le in the spa e of lassi ers as
exhibited in the right hand panel in the se ond row of gure 5. The boosting pro ess
eventually y les between the three planes shown in the gure; the orresponding
de ision boundaries are shown in the left hand panel of 6. In less extreme ases Q
is on entrated on a small number of planes. In all our experiments, with a variety
of data sets, better lassi ation rates are obtained with the randomized sequential
reweighting proto ols. It is of interest that this also orresponds to lower values of
the average onditional ovarian e and of the training varian e: both de rease as S
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Figure 5: Distributions on the spa e of planes given by di erent proto ols. The x-axis is
the angle  and the y-axis is the threshold  . The area of the ir les is proportional to the
probability of the orresponding point. De ision regions asso iated to panels 2,4 and 6 are
shown in g. 6.
de reases (see table 1), and the best rates are observed for S = 2.
Similar phenomena are observed in the NIST experiment. From table 2 we see
that pure randomization does not perform as well as sequential reweighting with
randomization, when the onservative stopping rules of m  20 are used. However
if deeper trees are produ ed, with say m = 3, the performan e improves and rea hes
just over a lassi ation rate of :99. We have not been able to a hieve rates over :992
with randomization alone using the predi tors des ribed above.
In the NIST ontext we arried out some more experiments with a smaller training set of 1000 training points. Here again we observe that sequential reweighting performs mu h better with randomization, see table 4. Deterministi sequential
reweighting is using all predi tors to hoose the best split so that the individual trees
have higher lassi ation rates and onsequently the value of ^ is larger. However
this is a ompanied by an ex essive in rease in V^ and ultimately the error rate is
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Figure 6: Left: De ision boundaries obtained after 1000 iterations of (deterministi ) AdaBoost. A 3- y le has been rea hed. Middle: De ision boundaries obtained after 1000
iterations by the randomized splits algorithm S = 10: the small luster of lass one is `ignored'. Right: De ision boundaries obtained by the randomized AdaBoost algorithm S = 2.
These de ision regions orrespond to distributions 6,2 and 4 shown on g. 5.
Proto ol

m=20 m=20 m=50 m=20 m=20 m=5
S=all S=all S=20 S=20 S=500 S=500
MAB

BAG

MAB

MAB

MAB

MAB

^
^

.93

.776

.964

.966

.962

.940

.448

.557

.188

.591

.331

.07

V^

.046

.17

.01

.04

.020

.004

Table 4: Classi ation for various proto ols using 1000 training data.
larger. We also show the out ome of a Bagging experiment whi h su ers from similar
drawba ks. This however is a property of the smaller data sets. On the larger data
sets deterministi sequential reweighting performed nearly as well, with one major
drawba k. Training one tree with 100,000 training data and using all 62,000 predi tors at ea h node, takes lose to an hour on a PENTIUM III 500Mhz. The other
randomized proto ols take 10-20 minutes to train all 100 trees, depending on the
number of questions used at ea h node.

7 Sequential reweighting s hemes
We now take a loser look at the behavior of the sequential reweighting s hemes as
dynami pro esses on the spa e of lassi ers, and try to provide an explanation as to
how they a hieve redu tions in ACC.
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6

7.1 Sequential reweighting as a dynami al pro ess
Let H denote the set of all base lassi ers, and W be the set of all probability measures
on the training set. Any of the deterministi sequential reweighting proto ols de ne
a dynami al pro ess on the produ t spa e H W . A given ouple (hn ; Wn ) 2 H W
produ es a new ouple (hn+1 ; Wn+1), whi h is ompletely determined by the data
set and the tree growing proto ol. When randomization is introdu ed the pro ess
be omes a Markov hain on H  W . This raises the question as to whether some
kind of ergodi ity ould be observed in these pro esses. More pre isely, for a xed
training set we looked at two spe i properties: the dependen e of the nal aggregate
lassi er on the initial onditions (the initial weights given to the examples), and how
the aggregate lassi er is modi ed when an initial part of the pro ess is deleted.
For both the syntheti lassi ation problem and for the NIST dataset, under
all proto ols, we have observed that sequential reweighting does not depend on the
initial ondition. We start with randomized weights on the training set, drawing
independently from the uniform distribution on [0; 1℄, and then normalize. The nal
lassi ation rates are extremely lose, independent of the initial hoi e of weights. In
the ontext of the syntheti example we an visualize the asymptoti distribution on
the set of lassi ers, see g. 7. The top three panels show Q, with S = 2, for the same
training set on three di erent runs with 1000 iterations. Both the initial onditions
are randomized (ea h point is assigned a uniformly sampled weight in (0; 1)) and the
random planes in ea h run are sampled with di erent seeds. The bottom three panels
show the same results for deterministi AdaBoost, i.e. S = 110, where randomization
is only in the initial weights.
An additional important observation is that the initial lassi ers in a sequen e an
be dropped with no e e t on the lassi ation rate. In experiments with deterministi AdaBoost on the syntheti example, we observed that dropping the initial 1000
lassi ers out of a sequen e of length 2000 hardly alters the asymptoti distribution
on lassi ers, and has no e e t on the nal lassi ation rate. This should of ourse
not be surprising given the independen e with respe t to the initial weights observed
above. These fa ts hint at some form of ergodi behavior of the di erent proto ols.
This should be taken in a broad sense, sin e we have observed degenerate asymptoti
behaviors su h as limit y les with AdaBoost (see se tion 6.3,) however even there
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Figure 7: Top: Invariant distributions of the AdaBoost proto ol on the same training set

with three randomized initial onditions. The x-axis is the angle  and the y-axis is the
threshold  . The area of the ir les is proportional to the probability of the orresponding
point.

the limit y le itself is of independent of the initial onditions.
The same phenomenon emerges in the NIST experiment. Using a small training
set of 1000 data points, and a oarser set of features, we produ ed ten sets of 300
trees with deterministi MAB. The only di eren e between the ten runs was the
random assignment of the initial weights. In table 5 we present some numbers whi h
suggest that very similar de ision boundaries are a hieved by these di erent runs.
For 1 tree and aggregating over 10, 100 and 300 trees respe tively, we provide the
average lassi ation rate over the 10 runs on a test set of 10000. We then report the
proportion of test points whi h are lassi ed the same way by a pair of runs, averaged
over all 90 pairs. Note that asymptoti ally (e.g. 300 trees) these proportions are near
99%, although the lassi ation rates are only at 92.5%. We also provide the average
over the test data of the distan e between the aggregates:
1
10000

10000

X

i=1

10

1 X a
jH (Xi; )
10 =1
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H b (Xi ; )℄j;

No. of Trees
1
10
100
Cl. rate
.76 (.01) .89 (.005) .924 (.003)

300
.926 (.002)

Agreement

.985 (.001)

Dist.

.89 (.04) .92 (.005)

.97 (.002)

.03 (.01) .03 (.001) .01 (.0004) .007 (.0002)

Table 5: Comparison of ten di erent runs of deterministi MAB with randomized initial
weights. First row: number of trees in aggregate. Se ond row: Average and std. of Classiation rate over ten runs. Third row: Proportion of pairwise agreement in lassi ation,
average and std. over all 90 pairs of runs. Fourth row: Average distan e between aggregate
output - average and std. over all 90 pairs of runs.
averaged over all 90 pairs of runs, 1  a < b  10. Note how this average distan e
de reases with the number of trees and rea hes the very low value of :007. We also
note that the average lassi ation rate using the last 100 trees of ea h sequen e is
indistinguishable from the rst 100.
These experimental results may seem surprising if one has in mind that deterministi AdaBoost aims at minimizing a ertain ost fun tion. As mentioned in
se tion 2, it an be shown that in a 2- lass problem, assuming Y and the lassiers h 2 H take their values in f 1; 1g, AdaBoost is minimizing the ost fun tion
C (H ) = E [exp( Y H (X ))℄, where H is any ombination with positive oeÆ ients of
base lassi ers and the expe tation is the empiri al expe tation on the training set.
This fa t was already suggested in S hapire et al. (1998), then in Friedman et al.
(1998) it was shown that AdaBoost is similar to a Newton algorithm for minimizing
this empiri al ost iteratively; nally it has been shown Collins et al. (2000) that
AdaBoost will always asymptoti ally drive the ost fun tion to its in mum C  . This
\gradient-des ent" interpretation of Boosting seems at odds with our previous laims:
the initial weights would seem to be important, (they impli itly appear in the empiri al expe tation in the de nition of C , where they are assumed to be uniform); one
would think that dropping the rst iterations would ompletely hange the aggregate
lassi er obtained asymptoti ally.
To ast some light on these apparent ontradi tions, rst note that, when there
exists some onvex ombination of base lassi ers that perfe tly separates the training
data, the minimum of the ost fun tion C (H ) de ned above is C  = 0. Sin e the
aggregate lassi er in the ost fun tion is unnormalized, one an take any onvex
ombination separating the data and multiply it by an arbitrarily large onstant to
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make the ost fun tion tend to 0. Thus, in this ase the onvergen e of the ost
fun tion to C  does not say mu h about the asymptoti behavior of the aggregate
lassi er apart from the fa t that the training error will eventually drop to zero. On
the other hand, one of the main reasons for the su ess of AdaBoost is that even
when the training error has rea hed zero for the aggregate, the test error ontinues to
de rease, (see e.g. S hapire et al. (1998)). This phenomenon an not be attributed
only to the asymptoti onvergen e of C (Hn ) to 0.
Our opinion is that the ru ial fa tor here is the dynami al behavior of AdaBoost,
all the more in light of the fa t that all the other sequential reweighting s hemes behave the same way, and do not ne essarily orrespond to a minimization pro edure of
any ost fun tion. In the next se tion we suggest that perhaps these di erent s hemes
are yielding lower average onditional varian es be ause of an impli it sequential ovarian e minimization.

7.2 Sequential ovarian e minimization
For a two- lass problem where the two lasses are labeled 1; 1, and the outputs of
the base lassi ers are a ordingly negative or positive, it is known that the AdaBoost
pro edure reweights a training example X in proportion to e Y H (X ) , where H is the
urrent (unnormalized) aggregate lassi er:

H = HN =

N
X
i=1

i hi :

Let h be a new andidate lassi er. We assume that the output h(X ) of lassi er h
is either 1 or 1. Consider a slightly more general reweighting s heme, in whi h h is
hosen in order to minimize (at least approximately) a weighted error fun tion

E (h) = E [W ( HY )(1 hY )℄;
where the expe tation is taken with respe t to the empiri al distribution determined
by the training data, and W a stri tly in reasing and onvex weight fun tion. (Note
that E is not a normalized error.) For AdaBoost we have W (x) = exp(x).
Now this an be rewritten as

E (h) = Cov[ W ( HY ); hY ℄ + e(h)E [W ( HY )℄:
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(16)

where e(h) is the empiri al error of lassi er h. Thus the normalized weighted error
fun tion (h) is given by




W ( HY )
; hY + e(h):
(h) = Cov
E [W ( HY )℄
At ea h step these types of reweighting s hemes try to minimize a riterion whi h
is a ompromise between the error of the next lassi er and its ovarian e with some
onvex deformation of the urrent aggregate.
Suppose we now take uniform oeÆ ients i of sum one for the aggregate at step
n, and hoose the linear weight fun tion Wn (x) = x + C . In this ase we obtain

E (h) = Cov[HY; hY ℄ + e(h) (C E [HY ℄) = Cov[HY; hY ℄ + (H )e(h):

(17)

This motivates an expli it ovarian e minimization proto ol whi h tries to minimize
the ovarian e of the new lassi er with the existing aggregate subje t to a onstraint
on the lassi ation rate of the new lassi er. Spe i ally, in the simple setting of
the syntheti dataset, sele t S random planes f 1 ; : : : ; f S, and let h1 ; : : : ; hS denote
the orresponding lassi ers Evaluate


j  = Argmaxj Cov [H N Y; hj Y ℄ + e(hj ) ;

(18)

The next lassi er hN +1 is taken to be hj . Experiments with this proto ol on the
syntheti data set, using a xed suitable for the entire sequen e yields very similar
results to the AdaBoost proto ol.
Qualitatively it appears from equations 16 through 18 that all sequential reweighting s hemes, in aiming to redu e some form of ovarian e with the urrent aggregate,
all lead to asymptoti ally low ACC.


8 Dis ussion
We believe the main reason behind the su ess of various sequential reweighting proto ols lies in the redu tion of the average onditional ovarian e with respe t to the
limit distribution Q produ ed on the spa e of lassi ers. Su h a limit distribution
appears to exist even in the ontext of entirely deterministi proto ols. The low average onditional ovarian e redu es the varian e of the margin around its mean and
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is also related to lower estimation errors, namely lower variability with respe t to the
training set.
The role of randomization is to produ e a large variety of weakly dependent lassi ers, using randomly sele ted subsets of features. We have dis ussed randomization
in the parti ular ontext of de ision trees, however randomization an also be applied
to other lassi ation methods. It is always possible to produ e the base lassi er
using a random subset of features. In the ontext of feed-forward neural nets the
onne tions an be randomly sele ted. Sequential reweighting appears to be more a tively redu ing ovarian es through estimates obtained on the training set, and in the
absen e of randomization risks over- tting with smaller training sets. In this sense
randomization tends to produ e `di erent' experts and sequential reweighting produ es experts whi h `disagree'. Randomized sequential reweighting seems to perform
better and be more stable than any of the two extremes: deterministi sequential
reweighting or only randomization without reweighting.
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